
Storytelling 
Toolkit



Thank you!
Thank you for being open to telling your story!  This is a short guide to help get the wheels turning about 
your story and what to do once you are ready to start sharing your story!

Marshall Ganz Model for Storytelling
Story of Self, Us, and Now

In this toolkit we focus on the model for storytelling developed by Marshall Ganz, a lecturer in Public Policy 
at the Harvard University John F. Kennedy School of Government. Ganz believes that public narratives allow 
us to share our values and inspire others to action from our own experiences. The following pages on public 
narrative are adapted from Ganz’s “Public Narrative Worksheet,” and adapted from the “Training Manual and 
Campaign Guide 2011-2012” of the Called to Witness Campaign in The United Methodist Church lead by 
Affirmation, Methodist Federation for Social Action, and Reconciling Ministries Network. 
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Story of Self
Why do you feel compelled to share your story about LGBTQ protections? What 

about your faith calls you to share your story?

Think about…
All of our experiences are stories to be told. These experiences have the potential to shape the world 
around us and to sway those we know to respond one way or the other. A great story has the possibility to 
sway thoughts and change hearts.

As you consider what story you are most passionate about sharing, reflect on these questions as guiding 
posts for your discernment and discovery. What is a moment in your life that you in which you have made 
a difficult decision? Think about the pluses of that decision. What were the deltas, or moments for learning 
and growth? What led you to make the decision the way that you did? Why? What were all of the possible 
choices?

Sometimes our stories are those of celebrations, joys, and deep pride. Other times our stories are full of 
pain, trauma, or failure. Regardless, there is always a shimmer of hope in our stories, otherwise we would 
not be dedicated to changing the world around us. What was the place of hope for you? Focusing on your 
moment of hope, motivates others to see their own experiences within yours. It helps others to tap into the 
values you share and can help them envision how your story would play out in their own context. 

Write the answers to these questions:
 •   When did you first know you wanted to be a Presbyterian? Why?

 •   Why are you a More Light Presbyterian?

 •   When did you first know you needed to speak up about LGBTQ protections?

 •   When did you feel you had to take action for LGBTQ equality?

 •   Why did you feel you could? What were the circumstances?

 •   Who in your life taught you the importance of loving your neighbor? Or not judging?



Story of Us
What is our shared experience, values, and challenge? Who are we together? What 

are we called to do? What are the things to turn your words into actions?

Think about…
What values do you have as a North Carolinian? as a Presbyterian? as a person of faith? How have these 
vales impacted the way you live your life? What is a specific example? Is there something that has 
happened in your community recently where you have seen these values in action? What are the premier 
values you will focus on? When have you seen these values in practice? Using all of your senses, describe 
that experience.

Write the answers to these questions:
 •   What values motivate you to be Presbyterian? a person of Faith? a North Carolinian?

 •   What values define what it means to be Presbyterian? a person of faith? a North Carolinian?

 •   How do you understand the challenge facing the church today? facing North Carolina?

 •   What common values of being United Methodist do you want to draw upon in crafting the Story  
     of Us?

 •   What examples can you draw upon from concrete shared experiences that convey or  
     demonstrate those values?

Think back…
 •   What connects this to your story of self? 

 •   What are the obvious values at the root of each experience?



Story of Now
What is the hope that drives you to do this work? What is the challenge you were 
faced with? What choices did you make? What was the outcome of your choices?

Think about…
What values do you have as a North Carolinian? as a Presbyterian? as a person of faith? How have these 
vales impacted the way you live your life? What is a specific example? Is there something that has 
happened in your community recently where you have seen these values in action? What are the premier 
values you will focus on? When have you seen these values in practice? Using all of your senses, describe 
that experience.

Write the answers to these questions:
 •   What values motivate you to be Presbyterian? a person of Faith? a North Carolinian?

 

 •   What values define what it means to be Presbyterian? a person of faith? a North Carolinian?

 

 •   What gives you hope for the church? for North Carolina? 

 •   Why must we take action now?

 

 •   What examples can you draw upon from concrete shared experiences that convey or  
     demonstrate those values?

Think back…
 •   What connects this to your story of self? story of us?

 •   What are the obvious values at the root of each experience?



Story of Self
Write your Story of Self. Focus on what you remember. Review your notes only 
if you need to refresh your memory.  

Story of Us
Write your Story of Us. Focus on what you remember. Review your notes 
only if you need to refresh your memory.  

Story of Now
Write your Story of Us. Focus on what you remember. Review your notes 
only if you need to refresh your memory.  



Using Your Story
You have completed one of the hardest parts of building relationships by pulling the pieces of your story 
together. Now, it is time to put your story into action! A story of self, us and now is particularly powerful 
when you share it with someone you are trying to build or deepen a relationship during a one to one 
conversation. It can help move your meeting from just an exchange of information to a deep sharing of 
each other’s values and purpose.

What is a one to one and how do I have one? Read below for our handy guide and tips for sharing your 
story during a one to one conversation.

A One to One is:
 •  Scheduled – not accidental. You initiate relationships with others. 

 •   Purposeful – not chit-chat. You initiate a one to one meeting for the purpose of finding  
common  values and interests. 

 •   Intentional – not casual or haphazard. One to one meetings establish a relationship for work 
together.

 •   Probing – not prying.  One to one meetings help participants discover each other’s interests and 
stories when participants exchange many “why?” questions. 

One Hour One to One
    0-15 mins: Story of Self - Discover shared values! 
   15-50 mins: Story of Us - Highlight your shared values! 
   50-60 mins: Story of Now - Make your ask & get an answer!

45 Minute One to One
    0-10 mins: Story of Self - Discover shared values! 
   10-40 mins: Story of Us - Highlight your shared values! 
   40-45 mins: Story of Now - Make your ask & get an answer!

30 Minute One to One
    0-10 mins: Story of Self Discover shared values! 
   10-25 mins: Story of Us - Highlight your shared values! 
   25-30 mins: Story of Now - Make your ask & get an answer!

Important Guidelines and Tips 
 •   Be sure to use “I” statements. Avoid assuming.

 •   Keep your tone of voice as open as your heart.

 •   Be Patient. Remember this is the first of many conversations.

 •   Be Polite. Remember that this is a conversation to build a relationship.

 •   Remember this is not a debate. You are not here to argue or intellectually persuade the other 
person. Consider how you may be shaped by this experience. 

 •   As you plan your one-to-one consider which of story of self you might share with the person, the 
way you will tell your story, and how you will ask them to respond.   

  •   Practice your story with a friend, and decide ahead of time how much time you have for each 
part of the conversation and gently move the conversation along by saying something like, “I’m 
mindful of time and want to cover the three things I mentioned. Can we move on?”






